CASE STUDY

Financial Services Firm Cuts Zombie Data
Costs Across NAS and Cloud
“Komprise shows us our zombie data and the millions we can save—visibility we never
had before.”
VP Global Storage

Fortune 50 FInancial Services Firm

Profile

The Challenge
With over 100 million customers and over 60,000 employees, this
multinational finance and insurance corporation is consistently
ranked among the world’s 50 largest companies. Data had
accumulated over the years—often from people who were no longer
with the company. They had petabytes of data spread across nearly
70,000 shares, with little to no visibility into what data was being
actively used, what was cold, and how fast it was growing. They
needed a solution to help them solve the following issues:
•

Lack of insight to make informed critical storage capacity
planning and cloud decisions

•

Data trapped in vendor storage silos requiring multiple
management tools

•

Address corporate mandate to cut costs and create a path to
the cloud

The Solution
After the firm considered legacy data management solutions, they
found them to be too expensive, hard to scale and an overkill for
analyzing and transparently archiving their cold data. They chose
Komprise because it worked with all their NAS storage, required no
changes to their environment, and setup required just a few virtual
machines. They were also sold on its ability to provide analytics and
visibility with data tiering, archiving, replication and management—
all in a single solution, which reduced IT complexity.
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Multinational finance
and insurance firm
Customers: 100M
Employees: 60K
Environment: Manages
5PB+ of data across
70,000 shares in a multivendor NAS environment

Results
• 60% cost savings by
moving cold data to
object/cloud
• Saved millions by not
storing, mirroring, and
backing up cold data on
NAS
• Avoided any hot data
disruption for users and
apps

The Results
Using Komprise, the firm was able to get visibility across petabytes of storage and cut costs of managing
unstructured data without any disruption to employees or customers. Komprise allowed the firm to:
•

Reduce storage costs by 60% by moving cold data to object/cloud

•

Save millions annually by not storing, mirroring and backing up cold data on NAS

•

Reduce complexity with single pane of visibility across multi-vendor NAS and object storage

•

Avoid any hot data disruption for users and apps

About Komprise
Komprise empowers businesses to take control of their data with no interference to applications, users, or hot
data. Komprise Intelligent Data Management is the foundation for analytics-driven data management which is key
to putting data in the right place at the right time across all storage. Analyze, move, and easily find your data with
Komprise.

Learn More
Experience a complimentary trial of Komprise in your own environment to see the true picture of your data and
how much you can save. Visit: komprise.com
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